Abstract-We compare the decoding performance and overhead of four coding schemes in a wireless broadcast transmission scenario. The four coding schemes are: repetition codes, which we treat as the baseline scheme; intra-packet Reed-Solomon (RS) codes; inter-packet Luby-Transform (LT) codes; and a concatenated RS and LT code. Results show that the LT code is approximately 10 times more error tolerant than the repetition codes and that the RS and LT concatenated code is approximately 100 times more error tolerant. Both of the LT schemes have the advantage of low overhead for a range of channel conditions, thus reducing the reception time and energy consumption.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are several applications where a relatively large but finite amount of data must be broadcasted wirelessly to a set of receivers with widely different channel qualities. One example of such an application is code updates in wireless sensor networks, another example is the wireless download of a picture of a suspect to a range of police vehicles in a public safety network. Very often the underlying networks are single-hop networks in the downlink, so that the message is broadcasted from a single high-powered station to all the other nodes in the network. At the same time, it is often very hard or even impractical to provide feedback channels from the receiving stations (which might be severely energy limited and not be able to reach the sender) back to the sender. So, the sender must rely on open-loop error control or coding-based methods in order to improve the overall system reliability, loosely defined as the probability that a given (large) message reaches all intended receivers in full. Theoretically it is possible to achieve a very high system reliability if the sender has an unlimited amount of time available and can transmit the message with an arbitrary level of redundancy. However, in most practical applications it must be assumed that the sender only has a limited time (or bit-/packet-) budget to transmit a given message, and then it becomes very natural to ask what is the best possible use of the budget -or, more specifically, what is the best possible coding scheme that might be applicable here.
Clearly, this question is way too broad and cannot be answered generally. However, driven by a particular application, we have been led to consider a more narrow version of this question. Specifically, we assume that the wireless physical layer is fixed, not very sophisticated, and essentially inaccessible to us. At the transmitting end, we can hand over packets to the physical layer (with a maximum packet size much smaller than the message length), at the receiving end we are getting packets consisting of a number of hard-decided bits. In this setup we compare the performance of some selected types of coding schemes under the assumption that the overall transmission budget (in bits) is limited to a small multiple of the message size (in bits). Specifically, we compare the performance of a baseline repetition coding scheme, a scheme in which each packet is encoded individually with a Reed-Solomon code, and a scheme employing Luby-Transform codes over two different types of digital wireless channel models: a BSC channel (the digital analogue of an AWGN channel) and a Gilbert-Elliot channel, which is a simple model of a burst-error channel.
Luby-Transform codes, as the first realization of the digital fountain concept, were invented in 1998. They are specifically designed for dissemination of finite-length messages to a set of heterogeneous receivers in a broadcast scenario. A key advantage of this class of codes is that, in principle, each receiver can successfully decode the transmitted message once it has successfully collected a sufficient quantity of encoded portions of the message, with little overhead. Which portions of the encoded message are collected is not important. Furthermore, the code is rateless, in that a fixed code-rate need not be pre-determined at the transmitter. An endless sequence of symbols (or packets) can be generated at the transmitter. Each receiver can switch off once it successfully receives the required number of packets. In this way, receivers suffering bad channels will listen for longer, whereas receivers with good channel conditions can switch off earlier. It should be noted that in this paper we do not use the original LT codes as proposed in [1] , but an improved version that has a better efficiency for "small" message lengths in the order of a few (tens of) kilobytes [2] .
Reed Solomon codes are a type of algebraic code with strong error-correction capability, exibiting the maximum possible minimum distance for a linear code of a given size [3] [4] [5] . Repetition codes represent the simplest possible coding scheme but have only weak error-correcting capability. We have included them because they are currently used in the application motivating this paper.
Our paper provides the following contributions. First, we demonstrate that the relative performance of the considered schemes depends on the chosen channel model. For bursty channels, we show that codes from the LT family have an advantage over the other two types, whereas over the BSC channel Reed-Solomon codes have an edge. Secondly, we present results for a concatenated coding scheme employing an intra-packet RS inner code with an inter-packet LT outer code and show that this gives improvements over either the LT or RS codes used alone. A high rate (near unity) RS code is an efficient means to increase the reliability of packet reception. The rateless property of the outer LT code is advantageous to deal with the heterogeneous, downlink-only broadcast channel scenario. For these results we have considered the reliability as the primary performance measure. We have also looked at a secondary performance measure, which is motivated by the fact that receivers often are energy-limited. Specifically, we have assumed that receivers can switch their transceiver (and other circuitry) off as soon as they have received sufficient packets to decode the message, and we are interested in how the different schemes behave in this respect. This paper is organised as follows: Section II provides background, Section III describes the system model, Section IV presents simulation results, Section V discusses related work and finally Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we provide some background on the considered coding schemes. In all of the following we assume that the (potentially large) user message needs to be broken up into smaller fragments which, depending on the scheme, can coincide with packets. In order for a receiver to successfully receive the message, it must be able to recover all fragments, otherwise the message is considered irreparable.
A. Repetition Codes
Repetition codes are one of the simplest types of error correction codes. The encoding process simply repeats the user data X times where 1/X is the code rate. Often (including our application) a message consists of several packets, and repetition coding is applied at the packet level. In this case there are several different choices for how a sequence of packets A, B, C, . . . , Z is repeated, for example A, A, A, B, B, B, . . . , Z, Z, Z or A, B, . . . , Z, A, B, . . . , Z, . . . for a code rate of 1/3. We consider the effect of different choices for the repetition over the different types of channels in Section IV-A. We used a packet level repetition code in the simulations: the data is repeated at packet level and erroneous packets are discarded. The checksum of each received packet is used to determine the correctness of a packet. As soon as all user packets are received, data reception is successful and the receiver can be turned off. If at least one or more user packet is missing at the end of the data transmission process, data reception fails.
B. Reed-Solomon (RS) Codes
RS codes can either be used as erasure or error correcting codes. We used system RS codes for error correction. An RS code can be written in the form RS(n RS ,k RS ) where n RS is the total number of symbols per encoded packet and k RS is the number of user message symbols per encoded packet 1 . An RS encoded packet can correct up to t symbol errors where t = (n RS − k RS )/2. This property makes RS codes good at correcting burst errors especially when the symbol size is large.
In our setting we assume that the user message is broken down into small chunks of size k RS bits, and each such chunk is encoded into a packet of n RS bits. All these packets are then transmitted and each packet is transmitted only once. Hence, a 1 The notations n RS and k RS are used in order to distinguish them from n and k which mean the total number of encoded packets and total number of user packets respectively in the context of this paper. failure in reception of any one packet prevents that the receiver can recover the user message.
The construction of an RS code uses a finite field, sometimes referred to as the Galois field (GF). The most popular RS codes operate in GF(2 m ) and this paper uses RS codes that operate in GF (2 6 ). The encoded packet size of the RS codes that build on GF(2 m ) must match the symbol size in a way that if a symbol contains m bits, the packet size must be 2 m − 1 symbols or (2 m − 1) × m bits. This becomes relevant when choosing the transmitting packet size in Section III.
C. Luby-Transform (LT) Codes
LT codes inherit the features of fountain codes [1] . The term fountain describes the data dissemination process. There can be infinite number of encoded packets produced at the transmitter, where each encoded packet is a linear combination (using XOR) of some random subset of the k data packets into which the user message has been partitioned. The receiver collects these packets until it can successfully recover all the k data packets.
LT codes are erasure codes; only correctly received packets enter the decoding process. For large message lengths comprising a large number of user packets, the average overhead needed for decoding is approximately 5% (see [1] ) -it specifies relatively how much more than k packets the receiver needs to receive before decoding becomes possible.
However for the original LT codes 2 , the overhead can grow large as the number of user packets becomes small. Since the message length used in our experiments is relatively short, we used a slightly modified LT code which gives higher decoding efficiency for short message lengths. These modified LT codes are called LTAM codes and modify the encoding process only through the addition of memory [2] .
D. RS and LT Concatenated Codes
This scheme concatenates RS codes and LTAM codes. We use RS codes as an inner code to improve the packet reception probability. Since LTAM codes are erasure codes, unprotected packets have a high probability of erasure and cause inefficient data transmission. We call this combination a RS&LT code.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
The investigation is conducted at the data-link layer of the OSI model. No physical layer modelling of the transmitter, the receivers, or the channel is involved. User data is assumed to be packetised. After the user data is encoded with a selected coding scheme, the packets go through a statistical channel error model (in which the channel can add bit errors to a packet) and arrive at the receiver. The receiver then tries to decode the received packets. For the erasure coding schemes (repetition and LTAM codes), erroneous packets are discarded and for the other coding schemes (RS and RS&LT codes), erroneous packets enter the RS part of the decoding process.
In this paper we concentrate on comparing two aspects of code performance: success probability and how quickly the receivers can be switched off. These are more precisely defined in Section III-D.
A. Networking Setup
We study a system with one transmitter, one receiver and varying channel characteristics. The user message at the transmitter consists of k packets, and the transmitter has an overall transmission budget corresponding to X · k packets, where we consider X ∈ {2, 3}. The transmitter forms each of the X · k packets according to the chosen encoding scheme.
The receiver observes the packets from the start of transmission and switches off when it either has received enough packets to successfully decode the user message or when all X · k packets have been exhausted. All performance measures defined below consider only this transmission process, we have not modeled any subsequent repair process that receivers might attempt after all X · k have been exhausted without success.
B. Message Structure
To fit our intended application, the user data size is chosen as 32384 bits (approximately 4kB). In order to make consistent comparisons among all the candidate schemes, the packet size used for all coding schemes is the same. The specific choice for the packet size is the maximum feasible size of an RS-encoded packet that is no more than the physically allowed maximum packet size. In our case this results in a packet size of 378 bits. Each packet is equipped with a CRC checksum, which we assume to be perfect, i.e. all errors are detected reliably. Table I shows the data structure for the transmission budget of 2 · k (code rate of 1/2) and 3 · k (code rate of 1/3). The constituent inner code for the LT&RS system is chosen as RS(63,55). Since the RS codes can not have an exactly 1/2 code rate, slightly more data is transmitted in order to accommodate a user message of at least 32384 bits.
C. Channel Models
We use two different channel models. The first model, called the Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) model, represents a memoryless channel characterised by a given bit error rate (BER) which is varied in our experiments to represent different receivers with different channel conditions. The packet error rate is defined as the probability that at least one bit in the packet is flipped on the channel. Due to the assumption of a perfect checksum, this is the probability of erasure, giving the packet erasure rate, PER = 1 − (1 − BER) 378 .
As a second model we use the well-known Gilbert-Elliot model [7] , which is a simple model of burst error channels. More precisely, time is divided into slots, each slot corresponding to a single packet transmission. In each time slot the channel is in either of two states named "good" and "bad", respectively. When the channel is in good state, it behaves (during this slot) as a BSC channel with some bit error probability e g . We set e g to be 0 -channels with no error. If it is in the bad state, it behaves as a BSC with bit error probability e b . We tested a range of e b from 10 −6 to 0.5. At the end of each time slot the state for the next time slot is determined from a time-homogeneous discrete-time Markov chain with the two states. If the channel was in state "good" in time slot n − 1, it will remain in state "good" in time slot n with probability p g,g and switch to state "bad" with probability 1 − p g,g . Similarly, we stay in the bad state with probability p b,b and switch into the good state with probability 1 − p b,b . We call p g,g and p b,b the self-transition probability and they are default to 0.9 in the subsequent context unless otherwise stated. In our experiments we vary the bit error rate in the bad state e b .
D. Performance Measures
The success probability is defined as the probability that the receiver successfully decodes all k user data packets within the transmission budget (i.e. X · k transmitted packets or less). As soon as all user packets are decoded at the receiver, the data reception process is successful and the receiver can be turned off. If at least one user packet is missing at the end of the data transmission process, the data reception fails.
The transmission cost measures the percentage of transmission budget used until the receiver can switch off, normalised by k. The transmission cost is a way of measuring the energy consumption by the data reception process at the receivers. It measures the number of time slots for which the receiver needs to stay active before successful reception or until the transmission budget is exhausted. We ideally assume the receiver knows immediately when enough packets are collected for successful decoding.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We now present the results of a simulation study involving the various coding schemes and channel models discussed before. The simulation models have been implemented in MATLAB, using their communications toolbox for implementing the RS encoders and decoders. For each combination of parameters we have carried out enough replications that the result falls within 99% confidence interval and each point shown in the figures is an averaged value of the replications.
A. Behaviour of Different Repetition Sequences
Our first aim is to consider various transmission sequences for repetition coding in order to identify sequences with better robustness and/or lower transmission costs over bursty error channels (compare the example sequences in Section II-A). The considered sequences are displayed in Table II for an overhead rates of X = 3.
Over BSC channels, different transmit sequences have no effect on the success probability but do affect the transmission cost as shown in Figure 1 . The REPB and MIX3 sequences have the least transmission cost when the PER is small whereas REPP has the largest transmission cost.
In the case of GE channels we found that different transmission sequences perform differently when the self-transition probability is varied, compare Figure 2 . The transition probabilities between good and bad states are assumed to be symmetrical. The abscissa indicates the self-transition probabilities of the GE channel.
REPB and REPP are the two extreme cases in the considered sequences. It can be seen from Table II that REPB has the maximum interval (k packets) between repeated packets 
Sequence Name Examples for
and REPP has the minimum interval (1 packet). As shown in Figure 2 , REPP varies the most between short and long average channel burst lengths (represented by small and large self transition probabilities, respectively). It has the best performance over short burst error channels and the worst performance over long burst error channels, whereas REPB has little variation between short and long burst error channels.
REPP performs much better than the rest of the sequences when the channel has short burst errors. It is because a packet is repeated immediately after its first transmission; there is a high probability that the lost packet can be recovered by its duplicates immediately after it because there is a high probability that the channel transits from one state to another within the time of the repetition of a single packet. In the case of long burst errors, there is a high probability that all duplicates of a particular packet are lost within a long burst of errors, which leads to the permanent loss of a packet and causes the overall failure of the data transmission and therefore it is the worst sequence for long burst error channels.
REPB, MIX3 and RAND tend to have relatively constant success probabilities from short burst error channels to long burst error channels which indicates that their capability to correct both random errors and burst errors is similar. MIX1 and MIX2 have similar performance and their lines lie between the performance of REPB and REPP because they contain both the features of REPB and REPP. Figure 3 shows the transmission cost for all sequences under the GE channel for R c = 1/3. All sequences have relatively constant reception time for varying self-transition probabilities, except MIX1. The MIX1 sequence needs a significantly smaller transmission cost than the rest when the channel error burst is short.
As REPB has a relatively constant success rate across all state transition probabilities and it has good performance in transmission cost over the BEC, it was selected for the next simulations to represent the performance of repetition codes. 
B. Performance over Memoryless Channels
In this section we show the performance of the codes over memoryless channels. As shown in Figures 4 , where the solid lines represent performance for code rate 1/2 and dotted lines represent performance for code rate 1/3, the success probability curves of the four coding schemes have the same relative order for both code rates: the RS code has the best performance in terms of the ability of keeping almost 100% success rate under the worst channel conditions. The RS&LT code has the second best performance, followed by the LTAM code. The repetition code has the worst performance.
From Figures 5 and 6 , which show the transmission cost for code rate 1/2 and 1/3 respectively, it can be seen that for Transmission cost of repetition codes under GE channel with different transmission sequences. k = 86, j = 378, Rc = 1/3, P ERg=0, P ER b =0. 4. small BER values, the systematic repetition code has the lowest transmission cost because no or minimum addition overhead is required for receiving user data of k packets. The RS code has the highest transmission cost, because decoding of the user message is only possible after the last packet has been received. The RS&LT code uses more overhead than the LTAM code when the BER is small. However, as the RS&LT code maintains a high success rate up to higher BER values than the LTAM code, the transmission cost of the RS&LT code rises slower than the LTAM code. 
C. Performance over GE channels
The success probability performance of the four coding schemes over the GE channels show for low values of the bad state bit error probability e b the same relative order as in the case of the memoryless error channels. However, as e b increases, the LTAM code and LTAM&RS code eventually outperform the RS code for both R c = 1/2 and 1/3.
For R c = 1/2, the LT codes cross the RS code at e b =0.03 after which the LTAM code plateaus at success probability is 17% and the original LT code plateaus at success probability is 13%. For R c = 1/3, both LT codes this time outperform the RS code from e b =0.035 and retain success probabilities as high as 80% for the LTAM code and 70% for the original LT code up to the highest e b value (0.5). The repetition code also never decreases to zero with high e b when R c = 1/3 as shown in Figure 7 . This suggests there is a certain successful decoding probability (4.9% as shown in the graph) from receiving packets during the time that the channel is in the good state.
The transmission costs of the coding schemes over the GE channels, as shown in Figures 8 and 9 , have similar behaviour to that of the BSC channel. However, when the code rate is 1/3, the LTAM and RS&LT codes never need to spend the full transmission budget for the GE channels we tested because the success probability never reaches zero and the average transmission cost plateaus at 248% and 272% for the LTAM code and the RS&LT code respectively. 
V. RELATED WORK
Reference [8] examines the performance of hybrid error correction (HEC) codes (i.e. FEC combined with ARQ) with either RS codes or packet repetition codes as the FEC scheme. It was shown that repetition codes have the advantage of requiring much less data than the RS codes when the channel loss rate is small which is consistent with the findings of this paper. The authors of [8] also suggested that superior performance can be gained by combining RS codes with repetition codes. However such schemes cannot be applied in pure broadcast scenario as the ARQ process requires a return channel. A concatenation of LT codes with RS and convolutional codes was proposed in [9] for deep space communications. This approach was found to reduce memory consumption at the receivers and improve success probability, and transmission efficiency with a lower computational cost.
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented a performance comparison of four coding schemes in a wireless broadcast scenario: a simple baseline repetition code; a RS code; a LT code; and a RS and LT concatenated code. LT codes were characterised by high likelihood of successful signal reception within the transmission budget, across a range of channel conditions. They achieved small average overhead. The intra-packet based RS code was the most powerful scheme investigated, however it incurred high overhead as it required a fixed code rate capable of eliminating errors on the worst anticipated channel. The concatenated RS&LT code had success probability approaching the intrapacket RS codes, while enabling receivers in good channel conditions to decode and switch off early, with relatively small overhead. This can save energy at the receiver compared to the intra-packet RS code where all receivers must decode every transmitted packet. This is a significant advantage for systems with power-constrained receiving terminals, typical of sensor networks, or other applications with low-cost or battery operated nodes.
